INTO THE WOODS
Audition Songs and Sides/Dialogue by Character (alphabetical)

THERE IS NO ENSEMBLE/CHORUS IN THIS CAST, ONLY FEATURED ROLES

PLEASE PREPARE ALL MUSIC AND DIALOGUE LISTED BELOW
YOU MAY BE ASKED TO PRESENT ALL OF IT OR ONLY PIECES – NOT EVERYONE WILL SING AND SPEAK

CINDERELLA
Range: G3 - G5
Sides: p. 46-51, 172-174
Songs: On the Steps of the Palace: ALL, Opening Part 1: mm.71-89, Act II Finale, Part 4: mm. 30-end

CINDERELLA’S FATHER
Sides: p. 60, 80-81 (Read THE BAKER)
Songs: Act I Opening Part 7: mm. 39-end, Act II Finale, Part 4: mm. 30-end

CINDERELLA’S MOTHER
Range: E4 - F4
Songs: At the Grave: mm. 21-30, Act II Finale, Part 4: mm. 30-end

CINDERELLA’S PRINCE
Range: B2 - F4
Sides: p. 62-63, 126-127, 172-174
Songs: Agony: ALL, Act II Finale, Part 4: mm. 30-end

CINDERELLA’S STEPMOTHER
Range: A3 - F#5
Sides: p. 142
Songs: Act II Finale, Part 4: mm. 30-end

FLORINDA and LUCINDA (STEPSISTERS)
Range: C4 - Ab5
Sides: p. 46-51
Songs: Act II Finale, Part 4: mm. 30-end

GIANT
Speaking Role ONLY
Sides: p. 133-134
Songs: Act II Finale, Part 4: mm. 30-end

GRANNY
Sides: p. 43
Songs: Act I Finale Part 4: mm.103-end

JACK
Range: B2 - G4
Sides: p. 26, 58-59, 84-85
Songs: Giants in The Sky: ALL, Act II Finale, Part 4: mm. 30-end

JACK’S MOTHER
Range: Bb3 - Gb5
Sides: p. 118-119
Songs: Act 1 Opening IV: ALL, Act II Finale, Part 4: mm. 30-end
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LITTLE RED RIDINGHOOD
Range: Bb3 - F5
Sides: p. 84 - 85
Songs: Act I Part 2: ALL, I Know Things Now: ALL, Act II Finale, Part 4: mm. 30-end

MYSTERIOUS MAN
Range: G2 - Eb4
Sides: p. 26 and 59
Songs: No More: mm. 69-113, Act II Finale, Part 4: mm. 30-end

NARRATOR
Range: G2 - E4
Sides: p. 98
Songs: Act I Finale Part IV: mm. 1-58, Act II Finale, Part 4: mm. 30-end

RAPUNzel
Range: B3 - A5
Sides: p. 82 - 83
Songs: Rapunzel: mm. 1-4, Little World: ALL, Act II Finale, Part 4: mm. 30-end

RAPUNZEL’S PRINCE
Range: C#3 - E4
Sides: p. 62-63, 126-127
Songs: Agony: ALL, Act II Finale, Part 4: mm. 30-end

SNOW WHITE
Songs: Act II Finale, Part 4: mm. 30-end

SLEEPING BEAUTY
Songs: Act II Finale, Part 4: mm. 30-end

STEWARD
Sides: p. 90-91
Songs: Act II Finale, Part 4: mm. 30-end

THE BAKER
Range: Ab2 - G4
Sides: p. 60, 80 - 81
Songs: Baker’s Reprise: ALL, No More: mm.1-29, Act II Finale, Part 4: mm. 30-end

THE BAKER’S WIFE
Range: F3 - G5
Sides: p. 46 - 51, 60, 80 - 81
Songs: Maybe They’re Magic: ALL, Moments in the Woods: mm. 1-30, Act II Finale, Part 4: mm. 30-end

THE WITCH
Range: F3 - G5
Sides: p. 116 - 118
Songs: Act I Opening Part IV Rap: ALL, Last Midnight: mm. 138-end, Act II Finale, Part 4: mm. 30-end

WOLF
Range: Bb2 - Gb4
Sides: p. 27 - 28
Songs: Hello Little Girl: ALL, Act II Finale, Part 4: mm. 30-end